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Control of threshold enhancements in harmonic generation by atoms in a two-color laser field with
orthogonal polarizations
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Threshold phenomena (or channel-closing effects) are analyzed in high-order harmonic generation (HHG) by
atoms in a two-color laser field with orthogonal linearly polarized components of a fundamental field and its
second harmonic. We show that the threshold behavior of HHG rates for the case of a weak second harmonic
component is sensitive to the parity of a closing multiphoton ionization channel and the spatial symmetry of
the initial bound state of the target atom, while for the case of comparable intensities of both components,
suppression of threshold phenomena is observed as the relative phase between the components of a two-color
field varies. A quantum orbit analysis as well as phenomenological considerations in terms of Baz’ theory of
threshold phenomena [Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 33, 923 (1957)] are presented in order to describe and explain the
major features of threshold phenomena in HHG by a two-color field.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.93.023430
I. INTRODUCTION
High-order harmonic generation (HHG) is unique among
strong laser field processes in having an extremely wide
range of applications, including production of coherent XUV
radiation [1,2] and attosecond pulses [3,4], monitoring of
ultrafast phenomena on an attosecond time scale [5,6], and
as a probe of atomic and molecular structures [7–9]. The
HHG process is usually treated as a three-step process [10,11],
since the HHG amplitude in the limit of low laser frequencies
can be presented as a product of three factors associated
with (i) tunnel ionization of a target atom or molecule, (ii)
propagation of the ionized electron in the laser field, and (iii)
its subsequent photorecombination on the ion of the parent
atom with emission of a harmonic photon [12,13]. In this
scenario, the recombination amplitude depends significantly
on the electronic structure of the target atom or molecule,
while the first two steps are governed mostly by the laser field.
Obviously, variations of the temporal or spatial shape of a
laser pulse crucially affects the first two steps of the three-step
scenario. For example, changing the carrier envelope phase
(CEP) of a linearly polarized short laser pulse drastically
modifies the structure of the high energy part of the HHG
spectrum [14,15], since the ionization and propagation steps
are modified by variation of the CEP (cf. [16]). Using
an elliptically polarized field in HHG experiments instead
of a linearly polarized one makes possible the generation
of elliptically polarized harmonics [13,17–19] and provides
access to atomic characteristics (which are not available
in HHG experiments with linearly polarized light) through
measurement of the elliptical dichroism [20,21]. However, the
disadvantage of an elliptically polarized field is that the HHG
yield drops drastically with increasing ellipticity [13,17–19].
(For small ellipticity, this suppression can be approximated by
a Gaussian function [22,23].)
A more promising HHG scheme for generation of intense
XUV and attosecond pulses was suggested a decade ago
[24–27] that involves a two-color pump field whose
components are linearly polarized in orthogonal directions.
If both components have comparable intensities, the yield
of high-order harmonics can be enhanced and more intense
attosecond pulses can be produced (as compared to a single
frequency laser field) by adjusting the relative phase of the two
components. As emphasized in Refs. [24–26], variation of the
relative phase of the two components can affect the number of
contributing classical electron trajectories in the quasiclassical
description of the propagation step of the HHG process. The
ability to select trajectories was demonstrated experimentally
in Refs. [28,29]; see also the theoretical description of
trajectory selection in Ref. [30] and the trajectory analysis
in Ref. [31]. The two-color scheme with a fundamental and
its weak second harmonic was proposed in Refs. [7,32–34]
as a tool for probing atomic and molecular structure. The key
idea is that a weak second harmonic component of a two-color
field (steered by variation of the relative phase) can control the
photoelectron recollision angle at the recombination stage. In
this way, “angle-resolved” information about atomic or molec-
ular orbits can be obtained from HHG spectra. In Ref. [35]
it was demonstrated that by using this two-color scheme
with a fundamental frequency in the midinfrared region one
can enhance HHG by tuning the relative phase of the two
components. A more spectacular application of the two-color
scheme with orthogonal linearly polarized components was
used to determine ionization and recombination times from an
analysis of HHG spectra [5,36,37]. The two-color scheme was
also proposed as a tool for HHG-based spectroscopy with the
ability to retrieve both the angle-integrated photoionization
cross section and the asymmetry parameter [38], which
determines the angular distribution of photoelectrons [39].
Most theoretical analyses of HHG in a two-color field are
based on a classical model, which assumes that during the
propagation step the ionized electron moves in a laser field
along closed classical (real) trajectories starting (after tunnel
ionization) with zero velocity [10]. Such trajectories exist for
a linearly polarized field [23], while for a two-dimensional
field (including a two-color field) there are no trajectories that
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satisfy such conditions. In this case, the interpretation of the
numerical results is based on the real classical trajectories that
“miss” the atomic ion (cf. [28–30,40,41]), i.e., the efficiency
of recollision is estimated as the number of trajectories that
return within an artificial sphere of radius r0 about the ion.
With increasing intensity of the second harmonic, the number
of returning trajectories decreases, leading to the conclusion
that the recombination step is suppressed. However, this
interpretation has two drawbacks: (i) the number of returning
trajectories depends crucially on the artificial parameter r0; and
(ii) the quantum recombination amplitude (which describes
the efficiency of recombination) depends only on the atomic
structure and is fairly independent of the parameter r0. A more
accurate analysis, based on quantum orbits [12,42], shows
that the suppression of the HHG yield can be associated with
suppression of the ionization step (cf. Ref. [23] for the case of
an elliptically polarized field).
Besides the classical or quasiclassical features in HHG
spectra, which can be quantitatively described in terms
of classical trajectories, other features, such as threshold
phenomena, have a purely quantum origin [43] and can
lead to considerable resonancelike enhancements in HHG
spectra. In order to describe these phenomena (or “channel
closing” effects) quasiclassically, a huge number of complex
quantum trajectories must be taken into account [44–46]. This
fact shows the inapplicability of the standard quasiclassical
approach, which is designed to treat only a few electron
trajectories, and a priori manifests the quantum origin of
channel closing effects. For the case of a monochromatic laser
field, threshold phenomena in HHG have been extensively
studied as a quantum effect in Refs. [43,47,48] and in terms
of quantum orbits in Refs. [45,46]. Note that even for a short
laser pulse these threshold phenomena occur in HHG spectra
and depend crucially on the shape of the atomic potential
[49–51]. However, for a two-color field with orthogonal
linearly polarized components, threshold phenomena in HHG
(and the possibility of their control by means of the relative
phase of the two field components) have not yet been analyzed.
In this paper, we discuss threshold phenomena in HHG for
a two-color field and their modifications with variation of the
field parameters. This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II
we discuss briefly some general definitions and models that we
use in our analysis. Our numerical results are presented and
discussed in Sec. III. To analyze our results, we use a classical
closed trajectory treatment as well as more general quantum
phenomenological considerations. In Sec. IV we summarize
our results. Model analytic results for the HHG amplitude in
a two-color field are presented in the Appendix. Atomic units
are used throughout this article unless otherwise stated.
II. DEFINITIONS AND MODELS
We analyze threshold phenomena in a two-color field,
whose electric field vector F(t) is parametrized as
F(t) = F [eω cos(ωt) + βe2ω cos(2ωt + φ)], (1)
where F is the amplitude of the fundamental component with
frequency ω, β describes the relative contribution of its second
harmonic, φ is the relative phase between the two components,
and their polarization vectors are denoted by eω and e2ω. Both
components are linearly polarized in orthogonal directions,
so that the vectors eω and e2ω are real and (eω · e2ω) = 0. For
simplicity, we consider the vectors eω and e2ω as directed along
the X and Y axes, i.e., eω = xˆ, e2ω = yˆ.
To describe the dynamics of an atomic system in a strong
laser field, we employ two different atomic models. The first is
based on the time-dependent effective range theory (TDER),
which is appropriate for describing the nonperturbative strong-
field dynamics of a weakly bound electron (e.g., as in a
negative ion); it neglects long-range Coulomb effects [52,53].
The second model is based on the numerical solution of the
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation (TDSE), which helps
in studying the threshold dynamics for a system with a
Coulomb-type potential. We use these two models in order
to show some general features of strong-field dynamics at the
closing of a multiphoton detachment or ionization channel. In
what follows, we briefly describe both the TDER model and
the numerical algorithms for solving the TDSE.
A. Time-dependent effective range theory
The TDER model has been discussed in detail in Ref. [53]
and its application to the description of the HHG process for
both monochromatic and two-color fields has been presented
in Refs. [38,54,55]. Thus we discuss here the general ideas of
the TDER model and its application to the HHG process only
briefly.
The TDER theory is based on the quasistationary
quasienergy state (QQES) approach [56–59] and effective
range theory [60]. The QQES approach is used for the quantum
description of the laser-atom interaction, assuming the laser
field is approximated by a periodic (in time) electric field.
In the framework of the QQES approach the quantum state
(QQES state) of an atomic electron in a periodic laser field
is characterized by a complex quasienergy, whose real part
gives the position of the atomic level (including the nonlinear
Stark effect), while the imaginary part describes the total laser-
induced width of the atomic level in the laser field [56–59].
The corresponding QQES wave function satisfies the complex
boundary condition appropriate for an outgoing spherical
wave at large distances, which ensures the complexity of the
quasienergy. An advantage of the QQES approach is that it
reduces the solution of the Cauchy problem for the TDSE to
an eigenvalue problem, so that the complex quasienergy and
QQES wave function can be found as the eigenvalue and its
corresponding eigenfunction.
The dynamical part of the TDER model is based on
effective range theory, i.e., the dynamical interaction of an
active electron with an atomic core (which is modeled by a
short-range potential) is described in terms of a single [52,53]
or a few [61] scattering phases, which correspond to continuum
channels with small orbital angular momenta l (l = 0,1,2).
The TDER model assumes that there are two significantly
different spatial regions: in the first region (at small distances),
the atomic potential is important and the interaction of the
active electron with the atomic core is described in terms of
scattering phases [60], while at large distances (the second
region) the atomic potential is negligible and all the dynamics
is governed by the strong laser field. The wave functions from
these two regions are matched by an appropriate boundary
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condition [53,61], which is formulated at small distances. This
matching reduces the four-dimensional eigenvalue problem to
a one-dimensional integrodifferential equation for the complex
quasienergy and QQES wave function at small distances [53].
As shown in Ref. [62], the complex quasienergy can be
used to calculate the HHG amplitude. Indeed, according
to Ref. [62], the HHG amplitude for a harmonic with
frequency  = Nω can be found as the derivative of the
complex quasienergy in a two-color laser field comprised
of a strong laser field and a weak (probe) harmonic field
of frequency . The advantage of the TDER model is that
most of the calculations can be done analytically and the
final results for the HHG amplitude can be presented in
terms of one-dimensional integrals involving Bessel functions
(see the Appendix). These integrals can be easily calculated
numerically using the procedure suggested in Refs. [63,64].
This procedure transforms a one-dimensional integral to a
form which is more convenient for numerical evaluation and
theoretical analysis:∫ ∞
0
f (τ )√
τ
e−iατ dτ = 1√
4πi
∫ ∞
−∞
F (k)dk√
α + k ,
F (k) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f (τ )eikτ dτ. (2)
Indeed, the Fourier transform, F (k), of an analytic function
f (τ ) is a smooth function without branch points. Thus Eq. (2)
shows explicitly that the result of integration over τ is a
function having branch points in α. Since the function f (τ )
is composed of trigonometric functions (see the Appendix),
these branch points are located at the thresholds of multiphoton
ionization channels, i.e., at α = Nω. Thus the TDER model is
suitable for analyzing threshold phenomena for a short-range
potential.
B. Numerical solution of the TDSE
To analyze threshold phenomena in a system with a
Coulombic potential, we solve numerically the TDSE:
i
∂ψ
∂t
= −∇
2
2
ψ + U (r)ψ + r · F(t)f (t)ψ, (3)
where the function f (t) describes the trapezoidal envelope of
the laser pulse and U (r) is the atomic potential. We use for
f (t) a trapezoidal envelope having a two-cycle ramp for turn
on and off and a six-cycle flat top:
f (t) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
t/(2T ), 0 < t  2T ,
1, 2T < t  8T ,
1 − (t − 8T )/(2T ), 8T < t  10T ,
0, t  0,t > 10T ,
where T = 2π/ω. In order to avoid the Coulomb singularity
at the origin, we employ an atomic potential having a smooth
Coulomb potential (cf. Ref. [65]),
U (r) = −α sech2(r/a) − tanh(r/a)/r, (4)
with a = 0.3 and α = 2.17. The values of a and α ensure
that the energy of the ground state coincides with the H atom
ground-state energy. The TDSE was solved by a split-step
method with fast Fourier transform of the axes x, y, z [66]. The
temporal and spatial steps were chosen to ensure convergence
of the numerical results: t = 0.025, x = y = z = 0.3.
The number of grid nodes along each coordinate were Nx =
512, Ny = Nz = 256, and to suppress nonphysical reflections
at the boundaries, absorption layers of width 15 a.u. were used.
The HHG yield, Y (), was calculated in terms of the Fourier
transform of the dipole acceleration amplitude:
Y () = |a()|
2
2πc3
, a() =
∫ ∞
−∞
eita(t)dt, (5)
where
a(t) = −F(t)f (t) − 〈ψ |∇U (r)|ψ〉. (6)
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Numerical results
In Fig. 1 we present the dependence of the HHG rates [see
Eqs. (A9) and (A12)] on the channel-closing number, R [51]:
R = (|E0| + up)/ω, up = F 2/(4ω2)(1 + β2/4), (7)
where E0 is the energy of the initial bound state. The channel-
closing number increases with decreasing laser frequency ω
and increasing laser intensity. Integer values of R, R = k,
indicate the positions of k-photon ionization thresholds. In
our calculations we vary only the intensity of the fundamental
component and all other laser parameters, i.e., ω, β, and φ, are
held fixed.
For the case of a weak second harmonic component, we
present in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) respectively the TDER results
for odd and even HHG rates for an s state, while in Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d) we present the corresponding TDER HHG rates for
a p state. These numerical results are obtained using the
analytic formulas for the TDER HHG amplitudes presented
in the Appendix. For the s state, the rates of even and
odd harmonics behave similarly: at the closing of an odd
multiphoton ionization channel, the HHG rates show a smooth
behavior, while at the thresholds of an even multiphoton
ionization channel the HHG rates show “cusp” or “step”-like
behavior. However, for the p-state, the cusp- or steplike
behavior is observed at the thresholds of odd multiphoton
ionization channels for odd harmonics and at the thresholds
of even multiphoton ionization channels for even harmonics.
These results show that for a weak second harmonic the
threshold behaviors of HHG rates depend crucially on the
orbital angular momentum of the electron in the initial state.
In order to show the collective behavior of HHG rates
for a group of harmonics at the closing of a multiphoton
ionization channel, in Figs. 2 and 3 we present the dependence
of the integrated HHG yield on the channel-closing number
for different values of φ and β. For the TDER results, the
integrated HHG yield is defined as a sum over harmonic order
n [48]:
PE = ω
nf∑
n=ni
nRn, (8)
whereRn is the HHG rate for the nth harmonic [see Eqs. (A9)
and (A12)] and ni and nf are respectively the lower and upper
harmonics involved. Since the HHG spectra are continuous
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FIG. 1. Dependence of TDER model HHG rates on the channel-
closing number R [see Eq. (7)] for varying intensity, I = cF 2/(8π ),
and fixed wavelength, λ = 800 nm, of the fundamental field, β = 0.2,
and relative phase φ = 0. The intensity I is changed in the range
1.3 × 1014 ≤ I ≤ 2.2 × 1014 W/cm2. For easier comparison, each
curve is multiplied by a factor 10−(N−5), where N is the harmonic
number. N is odd for (a) and (c) and even for (b) and (d). Panels
(a) and (b): results for a bound s state; panels (c) and (d): results for
a bound p state. The binding energy is |E0| = 15.76 eV, as for the
argon atom.
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FIG. 2. Integrated TDER model HHG yields PE (8) for an
initial s state (|E0| = 15.76 eV) and a harmonic energy range
E = (20–50) eV for the laser field (1) as a function of the
channel-closing number R (7). The fundamental field component
has a wavelength λ = 800 nm and an intensity I that varies over the
range 1.3 × 1014 ≤ I ≤ 2.2 × 1014 W/cm2. Solid (red) lines: φ = 0;
dotted (blue) lines: φ = π/2. Panel (a): β = 0.2; panel (b): β = 0.8.
in TDSE calculations for a short pulse, we define in this
case the integrated yield as an integral over harmonic energy
[49–51,67]:
PE = 1T
∫ Ef
Ei
Y ()d, (9)
where Y () is the HHG yield [see Eq. (5)], T is the duration
of the laser pulse, and Ei and Ef are respectively the lower
and upper energy limits of the harmonics involved. In our
TDSE calculations the lower and upper limits for the harmonic
energy are niω ≈ Ei = 20 eV and nf ω ≈ Ef = 50 eV,
respectively.
We present in Fig. 2 the TDER results for a bound s
state with |E0| = 15.76 eV and in Fig. 3 the TDSE results
for the H atom ground state. For a weak second harmonic
[see Figs. 2(a) and 3(a)], the threshold phenomena are almost
independent of the relative phaseφ. For a short-range potential,
sharp cusps are shown at the closing of even multiphoton
ionization channels and more smooth behaviors occur at the
thresholds of odd channels (cf. Ref. [48]). However, for the
Coulombic potential, the threshold peaks for both odd and even
ionization thresholds are similar and are shifted by about half
the photon energy, ω/2, similar to the shifts in Refs. [49–51]
for a monochromatic field. With increasing intensity of the
second harmonic [see Figs. 2(b) and 3(b)], the threshold
behavior of PE becomes sensitive to the relative phase φ.
Indeed, for φ = 0, the dependence of PE on R looks similar
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FIG. 3. TDSE results for the integrated HHG yield PE (9) for
the H atom ground state for the same laser parameters as in Fig. 2.
to that for the case of a weak second harmonic. However,
threshold singularities in the R dependence of PE completely
disappear forφ = π/2. In order to describe the aforementioned
threshold features of HHG spectra in a two-color field, we
present in Sec. III B a trajectory analysis and in Sec. III C a
phenomenological quantum mechanical analysis.
B. Trajectory analysis
The commonly accepted method for analysis of HHG
spectra in the low frequency limit is based on the evaluation
of the temporal integrals in the HHG amplitude by the method
of steepest descent [12]. Within this approach, the HHG
amplitude can be presented as a sum of partial amplitudes
associated with a closed quantum trajectory (or “quantum
orbit”) that starts at the time ti and ends at the time tf . These
quantum trajectories satisfy Newton’s equation and in general
the times ti and tf are complex. The system of equations for
the times ti and tf is found from the adiabaticity condition for
electron transitions between initial and final states at those two
times [12], i.e., at the “moment” of transition, the energies of
the initial and final states should be equal [60]:
E(ti ,k) = E0, (10a)
E(tf ,k) = E, E =  + E0, (10b)
where
E(t ; k) = 12 (k + A(t)/c)2, (11)
k ≡ k(ti ,tf ) = − 1
c(tf − ti)
∫ tf
ti
A(τ )dτ, (12)
and A(t) is the vector potential of the electric field F(t) in
Eq. (1). Equation (10a) corresponds to the transition from
an initial state with (negative) energy E0 to the laser-dressed
continuum state with energy E(ti ,tf ) at time ti , while Eq. (10b)
corresponds to the transition from the laser-dressed continuum
state to the initial state with emission of a harmonic photon
with energy . The form of k in Eq. (12) ensures that the
contributing orbits are closed trajectories [12].
In the classical model of HHG, the energy E0 in Eq. (10a) is
replaced by zero, indicating that the active electron is liberated
from the atom to the continuum with zero initial kinetic energy.
For the case of linear polarization, the system of equations (10)
has real solutions for E0 → 0, while for a two-color field
with perpendicular linearly polarized components there are no
real solutions, even in the classical limit. The times given by
the classical model play a crucial role in the analysis of the
HHG amplitude, since only those quantum trajectories whose
times are close to the classical ones contribute significantly
to the HHG amplitude because the corresponding classical
actions for these quantum paths have the smallest imaginary
parts [60,68]. Thus we shall analyze the solutions of the
system (10) for a two-color field (1) paying special attention to
their closeness to the classical solutions for a linearly polarized
field.
1. Case of a weak second harmonic component
For the case of a weak second harmonic in the field (1), we
represent the system of equations (10) in the explicit form:
sin τi + cos τf − cos τi
τf − τi = ±i, (13a)
sin τf + cos τf − cos τi
τf − τi = ∓(
√
 − ), (13b)
where
 ≡ (τi,τf ) =
√
γ 2 + y(τi), (14)
 ≡ (τi,τf ) = y(τf )√
 − y(τf ) + √
, (15)
y(τ ) = [Ay(ω−1τ )/c + ky]2/(2up)
= β
2
4
[
sin(2τ + φ) + cos(2τf + φ) − cos(2τi + φ)
2(τf − τi)
]2
,
(16)
γ = ω√2|E0|/F , τi = ωti , τf = ωtf , and  = E/(2up).
Since γ  1 and β  1 (y ∝ β2  1), both  and  are less
than unity and can be treated as perturbations in the system
of equations (13). Note that for  > y(τf ) (above-threshold
harmonics)  is real, for 0 <  < y(τf ) (near-threshold
harmonics) it is complex, and for  < 0 (below-threshold
harmonics)  has only an imaginary part. In our analysis we
consider only above-threshold harmonics, since the near- and
below-threshold harmonics require a separate treatment.
To zero order in β, the times τi and τf are approximated by
the real classical times τ (cl)i and τ
(cl)
f for a linearly polarized
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field, which can be found from the system of equations:
sin τ (cl)i +
cos
(
τ
(cl)
f
)− cos(τ (cl)i )
τ
(cl)
f − τ (cl)i
= 0, (17a)
sin τ (cl)f +
cos(τ (cl)f ) − cos
(
τ
(cl)
i
)
τ
(cl)
f − τ (cl)i
= √. (17b)
The correction to the classical times can be found by presenting
τi and τf in the form τi = τ (cl)i + i , τf = τ (cl)f + f and
expanding the left-hand side of the system of equations (13)
in power series in i and f . In the first order of perturbation
theory, i and f can be found in the form:
i =
√
 
(
τ
(cl)
i ,τ
(cl)
f
)
∣∣ cos (τ (cl)i )∣∣(√ − τ (cl)∣∣ cos τ (cl)f ∣∣) + i

(
τ
(cl)
i ,τ
(cl)
f
)
∣∣ cos (τ (cl)i )∣∣ ,
(18a)
f =

(
τ
(cl)
i ,τ
(cl)
f
)
√
/τ (cl) − ∣∣ cos τ (cl)f ∣∣ . (18b)
Equations (18) show that the nonzero second harmonic
component leads to real shifts of the times τi and τf from
the classical ionization and recombination times τ (cl)i and τ
(cl)
f ,
while for β = 0 these shifts vanish. The second harmonic
component of a two-color field also increases the imaginary
part of the ionization time and makes it φ dependent, thereby
introducing a φ dependence in the ionization step of the
three-step HHG scenario:
Im
∫ tf
ti
{
1
2
[
1
c
A(t) + k
]2
− E0
}
dt ≈ −4up
3(τ (cl)i ,τ (cl)f )
3ω| cos (τ (cl)i )| .
(19)
Since β  1 and on each half-period of the fundamental
field ionization occurs at the maximum of the laser field,
while recombination takes place at a zero of the field, we
can approximate τ (cl)i ≈ πm and τ (cl)f ≈ τ (cl)i + π/2 + πk with
integer m and k. Within this approximation, the result (16) for
y(τ (cl)i ) can be estimated as follows:
y
(
τ
(cl)
i
) ≈ β2
4
sin2 φ. (20)
Therefore, the ionization step is more suppressed for φ = π/2
than for φ = 0 and thus the HHG yield is larger for φ = 0 than
for φ = π/2. Our analysis above shows that adding a weak
second harmonic component slightly perturbs the ionization
and recombination times for quantum trajectories compared to
the case of a linearly polarized single-component field. These
times are still close to the classical times for linear polarization.
Therefore, in the two-color field with a weak second harmonic
component, the phenomena originating from the interference
of many quantum orbits (such as threshold phenomena [45,46])
should be observed as for the case of a single-component
linearly polarized laser field.
2. Case of comparable intensities of the two components
Since the contribution of the term y(τ ) in the system of
equations (13) cannot be considered perturbatively in the case
of comparable intensities of the two components of a two-
color field, for analysis of the system of equations (10) for
this case we apply a different method. First, we consider the
classical limit of the system of equations (10). According to the
classical model, the energy of the electron at the time t = t (cl)i
equals zero, so that both x and y components of the electron
momentum reduce to zero at the time t = t (cl)i , i.e.,
Aj
(
t
(cl)
i
)/
c + k(cl)j = 0, j = x,y,
k(cl) = k(ti = t (cl)i ,tf = t (cl)f ). (21)
The system of equations (21) can be rewritten explicitly in the
form
sin τ (cl)i +
cos
(
τ
(cl)
f
)− cos (τ (cl)i )
τ
(cl)
f − τ (cl)i
= 0,
(22a)
sin
(
2τ (cl)i + φ
)+ cos
(
2τ (cl)f + φ
)− cos (2τ (cl)i + φ)
2
(
τ
(cl)
f − τ (cl)i
) = 0.
(22b)
The coupled system of equations (22) cannot be solved for real
times. Nevertheless, we shall analyze separately the solution
of each equation in the system (22) in terms of real-valued
functions τ (cl)i = τ (cl)i (τ (cl)f ).
For large τ (cl) = τ (cl)f − τ (cl)i , the solutions of Eqs. (22a)
and (22b) can be given as a series in [τ (cl)]−1:
τ
(cl)
i ≈ a0 +
a1
(
τ
(cl)
f
)
τ (cl)
+ a2
(
τ
(cl)
f
)
[τ (cl)]2 + · · · . (23)
Substituting Eq. (23) into the system of equations (22) with
subsequent expansions of the left-hand sides in series in
[τ (cl)]−1, we obtain sequentially from Eqs. (22a) and (22b)
the solutions to first order in [τ (cl)]−1:
τ
(cl)
i ≈ −πn1 − (−1)n1
cos τ
(cl)
f − (−1)n1
τ
(cl)
f + πn1
, (24a)
τ
(cl)
i ≈ −
πn2
2
− φ
2
− (−1)n2 cos
(
2τ (cl)f + φ
)− (−1)n2
2
(
2τ (cl)f + πn2
) ,
(24b)
where n1 and n2 are positive integers. The asymptotic
solutions (24a) and (24b) show explicitly that both solutions
merge for large n1 and n2 if n2 = 2n1 andφ = 0 [see Fig. 4(a)],
while for φ = π/2 and large n1 and n2 they never cross [see
Fig. 4(b)]. It should be noted that for φ = 0 the system of
equations (22) has “trivial” solutions [31]: τ (cl)f = 0,π,2π ,
τ
(cl)
i = τ (cl)f − 2πn, where n is a positive integer. For odd n1
and n2 = 2n1, the solution (24a) coincides exactly with the
solution (24b) at φ = 0 and τ (cl)f = π , and, for even n1 and
n2 = 2n1, at φ = 0, τ (cl)f = 0, and τ (cl)f = 2π [see Fig. 4(a)].
For a small difference τ (cl)f − τ (cl)i (or small τ (cl)), so-
lutions of (22) can be given as series in τ (cl). Indeed,
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FIG. 4. Solutions of Eqs. (10) and (22) for two relative phases
of the two-color laser field components: (a) φ = 0; (b) φ = π/2.
Dotted (red) lines: solutions of Eq. (22a); solid (black) lines: solutions
of Eq. (22b); dot-dashed (orange) lines: solutions of Eq. (10b)
for β = 0; dashed (blue) lines: solutions of Eq. (10b) for β = 0;
solid circles: exact solutions of the system (10), with the real parts
of the times ti and tf used for plotting and with the intensity
of the circle shading indicating the relative contribution (on a
logarithmic scale) of the corresponding saddle points to the partial
HHG amplitudes, with black indicating the strongest contribution
and light gray the least. Solid (red) squares: exact solutions of
the system of equations (10) for β = 0, with the real parts of the
times ti and tf used for plotting. Calculations have been carried
out for I = cF 2/(8π ) = 2 × 1014 W/cm2, β = 0.8 [except for the
dot-dashed (orange) lines and the solid (red) squares], λ = 800 nm,
|E0| = 13.65 eV, and E = 1.7up ≈ 20.32 eV.
substituting in (22a) the times τ (cl)i and τ (cl)f in the form
τ
(cl)
i = τ (cl)f − τ (cl), τ (cl)f =
∑
j
bj [τ (cl)]j (25)
and then expanding (22a) in a series in τ (cl) and equating
coefficients of the term [τ (cl)]j , we obtain a coupled system
of equations for the coefficients bj . The values of the first few
bj are given by
b1 = 13 , b3 = −
1
810
, b5 = − 168040 , b7 = −
1
6123600
,
b0 = π2 + πn, b2k ≡ 0, n = 0,1, k = 1,2, . . . . (26)
The series in Eq. (25) is rapidly convergent: e.g., for τ (cl) =
π , the termb7[τ (cl)]7 ≈ 5 × 10−4 and thus the expansion (25)
can be used even for τ (cl) ∼ π . The solution of Eq. (22b) can
be obtained from the expansion (25), substituting there τ (cl)f →
(2τ (cl)f + φ) andτ (cl) → 2τ (cl). By taking into account three
terms in the expansion of τ (cl), we obtain from Eq. (22a):
τ
(cl)
f ≈
π
2
+ πk + τ
(cl)
3
− [τ
(cl)]3
810
, (27)
while from Eq. (22b) we have
τ
(cl)
f ≈
π
4
+ πn
2
− φ
2
+ τ
(cl)
3
− 2[τ
(cl)]3
405
, (28)
where k = 1,2 and n = 1,2,3,4. For φ = π/2 and even n these
solutions merge as τ (cl) → 0. Owing to the smallness of bj ,
the difference of the results (27) and (28) for φ = π/2 is
observable only at τ (cl) ∼ π (see Fig. 4).
Since the solutions of Eq. (10b) for positive energy E (i.e.,
for harmonics in the plateau region) can be found for real
times for any phase φ and any intensity of the laser field
components (see Fig. 4), they cross the solutions of the system
of equations (22), whose asymptotic behavior is discussed
above. The crossing points of the solutions of Eq. (10b) with
the solutions of Eqs. (22a) and (22b) are closest when the
solutions of Eqs. (22a) and (22b) are close to each other.
According to our analysis above for φ = 0, at such close
crossing points we use the crossing point with the solutions
of Eq. (22a) [see Fig. 4(a)], while for φ = π/2 close crossing
points occur only for smallτ (cl) [see Fig. 4(b)]. The dominant
contributions to the HHG amplitude saddle points from
Eq. (10) are near the close crossing points. The contributions of
these saddle points are much stronger than are those of others
since such trajectories are much closer to the classical ones.
Indeed, in Fig. 4 we present the exact solutions of the system
of equations (10) (real parts of tf and ti are presented) and
their relative contributions to the HHG amplitude, which are
marked by the density of shading (with the saddle points that
contribute most shown in black, while those contributing less
are in light gray). The position of the saddle points is guided by
the close crossing points and, as we see from Fig. 4, for φ = 0
the number of contributing points is quite large. They occur
near the saddle points for the monochromatic field case and
thus the corresponding trajectory-interference effects should
be well pronounced, as for the case of a linearly polarized
monochromatic field. Since for φ = π/2 there is only a
single contributing saddle point on each half-period of the
laser field, the interference effects in HHG spectra originating
from the interference between the partial HHG amplitudes
are suppressed. According to the quasiclassical picture of
threshold phenomena [45,46], these phenomena originate from
in-phase or out of phase interference of a large number of
quantum trajectories. As shown by the above analysis, for
the case of a two-color field, the number of contributing
trajectories can be controlled by changing the phase φ from
0 to π/2, which gradually reduces the number of interfering
trajectories with increasing φ and thus gradually reduces the
manifestation of threshold phenomena. This consideration
explains the suppression of threshold phenomena in Figs. 2
and 3 for comparable intensities of the fundamental and second
harmonic components of the two-color field for a relative
phase φ = π/2. We emphasize that this explanation of the
significant dependence of threshold phenomena on the relative
phase of the two-color field is valid for both short-range and
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Coulomb-like potentials, despite the fact that the shapes of the
threshold phenomena for these two potentials for φ = 0 [cf.
Figs. 2(b) and 3(b)] differ significantly.
C. Quantum analysis of threshold phenomena in the two-color
field
The quantum orbit approach allows one to analyze how
the number of electron trajectories contributing to the HHG
amplitude depends on the intensities and relative phase of a
two-color laser field. However, this approach is inappropriate
for analyzing HHG rates near the thresholds of multiphoton
ionization channels since near these thresholds a very large
number of partial HHG amplitudes (associated with corre-
sponding quantum orbits) contribute [45,46]. The constructive
or destructive interference of partial amplitudes is governed by
the phases of these amplitudes, which are difficult to calculate
analytically for a strong monochromatic laser field [45].
Such calculations become even more complicated for the
case of a two-color field. In particular, this drawback of a
quantum trajectory analysis does not allow one to describe
either the nonanalytical (singular) behavior of HHG rates
near the thresholds of multiphoton ionization channels or the
dependence of HHG rates on the parity of the multiphoton
ionization channels and on the orbital angular momentum of
the initial state (see Fig. 1).
The Baz’ theory of threshold phenomena [69], which are
observed in the cross sections of open multiphoton channel
processes at the closing of the lowest open channel of a
process, provides a good description of singular features in
HHG rates [43,47,48]. According to Ref. [69], at the closing
of the lowest open channel the behavior of the partial cross
sections in other open channels is ∝ |E − Eth|lmin+1/2, where
E is the energy of an open reaction channel,Eth is the threshold
energy for the lowest channel, and lmin is the minimal allowed
orbital angular momentum in the closing channel. The cusp- or
steplike behaviors of cross sections as functions of the energy
in open channels occur for lmin = 0, while for lmin  1 the
cross sections are smooth functions at E = Eth.
The simplest case for our phenomenological analysis is
that of an initial bound s state (l = 0,m = 0). According to
dipole selection rules, the absorption of a linearly polarized
photon changes the orbital angular momentum l by one
(l′ = l ± 1) and keeps the magnetic projection unchanged
if the polarization axis coincides with the quantization axis
(otherwise the magnetic projection is changed by one, m′ =
m ± 1). Thus the absorption of an odd (even) number of
photons changes the orbital angular momentum of the active
electron by an odd (even) number. For the two-color field,
an even multiphoton ionization channel involves two partial
channels. The first one corresponds to the absorption of an
odd number of photons with energy 2ω and an even number
of photons with energy ω. The second one corresponds to
the absorption of an even number of photons with energy
2ω and an even number of photons with energy ω. The
partial ionization channel with absorption of an odd number
of photons with energy 2ω may populate a continuum state
with minimal orbital angular momentum lmin = 1 (since the
number of involved photons is odd), while the second partial
channel may populate an ionization channel with lmin = 0.
Thus for an initial s state the cusp- or steplike behavior of
threshold phenomena should be observed at the closing of an
even parity multiphoton ionization channel for both even and
odd harmonics [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. The odd multiphoton
ionization channel corresponds to absorption of an odd number
of photons with energy ω and an arbitrary number of photons
with energy 2ω. Since the components of a two-color field are
linearly polarized in orthogonal directions, according to dipole
selection rules, the interaction of the active electron with these
components cannot lead to an ionization channel with l = 0
and thus the closing of an odd multiphoton ionization channel
for an initial s-state results in a smoother (∝ |E − Eth|3/2)
threshold behavior of the HHG rates.
For an initial p state, the cusp- or steplike threshold
behavior of HHG rates is sensitive to both the parity of
the harmonics and the parity of the closing multiphoton
ionization channel (see Sec. III A). In order to explain this
sensitivity, we note that the triply degenerate (in the magnetic
projection quantum number) p state splits in a two-color field
into three states, so that each of them has zero magnetic
projection on one of the three Cartesian coordinate axes [38]
[cf. Eqs. (A10) and (A11)]. The state with zero magnetic
projection on the Z axis (ψ0, l = 1, mz = 0) does not
contribute, since the laser-induced dipole is perpendicular to
the orientation of this state. The state having zero magnetic
projection on the X axis (ψ−, l = 1, mx = 0) contributes
significantly to the generation of odd harmonics, while the
state with zero magnetic projection on the Y axis (ψ+, l = 1,
my = 0) contributes to the generation of even harmonics [38].
Indeed, the generation of odd harmonics is controlled by the
laser-induced dipole produced by the fundamental frequency
component. Owing to the orthogonality relation (eω · e2ω) = 0,
the dipole producing odd harmonics can be composed only
from an odd number of vectors eω and an even number of
vectors e2ω, thus having the form
d2N+1 = eωd2N+1, (29)
where d2N+1 is a scalar independent of an even number of
orthogonal vectors eω and e2ω, which fall out of the problem
by forming scalar products (eω · eω) = 1 and (e2ω · e2ω) = 1.
The direction of the dipole d2N+1 coincides with that of the X
axis and thus the state with zero magnetic projection on the
X axis should give the major contribution to the generation
of odd harmonics. [According to Eq. (29), the odd harmonics
are linearly polarized along the X axis [70].] Similarly, the
dipole for even harmonics can only be composed from an odd
number of vectors e2ω and an even number of vectors eω:
d2N = e2ωd2N, (30)
where d2n is a scalar independent of the vectors eω and
e2ω. Thus the vector d2N is directed along the Y axis and
the state ψ+ oriented along the Y axis contributes most
to emission of linearly polarized (along the Y axis) even
harmonics [70]. These phenomenological considerations and
the general results (29) and (30) for HHG dipoles agree with
analytic results of the TDER model presented in the Appendix.
Moreover, since the results (29) and (30) for the directions of
the HHG dipoles are valid for both threshold-enhanced and
“regular” harmonics, the threshold phenomena we analyze do
not affect the polarization properties of the harmonics.
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The occurrence of threshold phenomena for an initialp state
may be summarized as follows. According to dipole selection
rules, if the active electron is in the ψ− state (l = 1, mx = 0),
a multiphoton transition into a channel with zero magnetic
projection (mx = 0) is possible in general only if the electron
absorbs an even number of photons with polarization vector
e2ω (oriented along the Y axis) and any number of photons with
polarization vector eω. For HHG, according to Eq. (29), the
number of photons with polarization vector eω should be odd.
Finally, for an initial p state, a multiphoton ionization channel
with l = 0 can be populated only if the number of absorbed
photons is odd. As a result, the closing of an odd multiphoton
ionization channel leads to cusp- or steplike behavior of the
HHG rates for odd harmonics. Similar considerations show
that for an active electron in a ψ+ state (l = 1, my = 0), the
absorption of an even number of ω photons and an odd
number of 2ω photons makes possible the population of a
continuum channel with l = 0. Thus singularities in the HHG
rates of even harmonics are observed at the closing of an even
multiphoton ionization channel.
IV. SUMMARY
In this work we have studied threshold phenomena in
HHG spectra produced by a two-color laser field, whose two
components (with frequencies ω and 2ω) are linearly polarized
in orthogonal directions. Our TDER analysis shows that in the
case of a weak second harmonic component and an initial s
state, the threshold anomalies (such as the cusp- or steplike
behavior of HHG rates) are more pronounced near those
thresholds of multiphoton ionization channels that correspond
to even values of the channel-closing number R. Thus the
threshold behavior of HHG rates for a two-color field and
an initial s state is similar to that for the case of a linearly
polarized single-component field [43,47]. However, for a p
state we have found that even harmonics have singular cusp- or
steplike behavior near those multiphoton ionization channels
that correspond to even values of R, while for odd harmonics
such singularities are observed at the closing of multiphoton
ionization channels with odd channel-closing numbers (as for
the case of a linearly polarized monochromatic field [47]).
This sensitivity of the threshold behavior of HHG rates to
the parity of multiphoton ionization channels is associated
with the formation (from substates of the triply degenerate
p state) of the two states, ψ− and ψ+, whose magnetic
projections on the polarization vectors eω and e2ω of the
two-color field components are respectively equal to zero [cf.
Eq. (A10)]. Based on dipole selection rules, we have shown
that a two-color laser field can populate multiphoton ionization
channels with zero orbital momentum of the ionized electron
in alternative ways. For even harmonics this is realized in even
multiphoton ionization channels and for odd harmonics in odd
channels. Thus, according to the general analysis of threshold
phenomena [69], the closing of the corresponding channel
leads to cusp- or steplike features in the intensity dependence
of HHG rates.
In contrast to the case of a weak second harmonic compo-
nent, for which the threshold singularities in HHG rates are
not sensitive to the relative phase φ between the components
of a two-color field, threshold anomalies for the case of
comparable intensities of both components are highly sensitive
to the relative phase. As our analysis shows, for the phase
φ = πn (where n is an integer) the threshold phenomena are
similar to those in HHG spectra for the case of a weak second
harmonic component. However, for the phase φ = π/2 + πn,
the threshold phenomena in HHG spectra disappear, so that the
intensity dependence of HHG rates in this case at the closing
of multiphoton ionization channels is described by smooth
curves [cf. Figs. 2(b) and 3(b)]. This suppression of threshold
singularities in two-color HHG spectra as the relative phase
changes from φ = πn to φ = π/2 + πn originates from a
decreased number of quantum trajectories whose properties
(times of ionization and recombination) are close to those for
classically allowed closed trajectories in a single-component
laser field. (The “closeness” of the quantum trajectories to
the classical trajectories minimizes the imaginary part of the
classical action along these trajectories and ensures a large
number of contributing trajectories, whose interference at the
multiphoton thresholds forms threshold singularities [45,46].)
For the two-color field we have considered, the phase φ = nπ
ensures more favorable conditions, for which the quantum
orbits are closer to the classical ones. In contrast, for φ =
π/2 + πn, there is only one trajectory contributing on each
half-period of the two-color field; all others are suppressed
due to the large imaginary part of the classical action, i.e.,
due to suppression of the ionization factors. Thus threshold
peculiarities do not appear. Finally, we note that threshold
phenomena in above-threshold ionization (ATI) in a two-color
field are also modified as compared to the case of ATI in
a single-frequency field. However, the specifics of threshold
phenomena in such a two-color ATI process require a separate,
detailed analysis.
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APPENDIX: TDER MODEL HHG AMPLITUDES AND RATES
In this Appendix we present the explicit form for the HHG dipole in the strong field approximation (SFA) for s and p states
of a bound electron. Similar to the case of a monochromatic field, our calculations show that for a low-frequency two-color
field (ω  |E0|), the SFA results in the TDER model are in good agreement with exact (numerically calculated) TDER results.
Thus we present the corresponding HHG dipoles in the SFA. We emphasize that for any initial bound state the dipole for odd
harmonics is defined by its X-axis projection, while the y projection of the HHG dipole is equal to zero. For even harmonics, the
Y -axis component of the HHG dipole is nonzero, while the X-axis component is zero.
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1. HHG amplitudes and rates for an initial s state
For an s state with energy E0 = −κ2/2, the HHG amplitude for odd harmonics ( = Nω, N = 2n + 1) for the two-color
field (1) has the form
d
(x)
2n+1 = N0
∫ ∞
0
eiλ(τ )
τ 3/2
[j (1)− (τ )Cn(τ ;φ) − ij (1)+ (τ )Cn+1(τ ;φ)]dτ, (A1)
while for even harmonics (N = 2n + 2) the result is
d
(y)
2n+2 =
βN0
2
∫ ∞
0
eiλ(τ )
τ 3/2
[e−iφj (2)− (τ )Cn(τ ;φ) + eiφj (2)+ (τ )Cn+2(τ ;φ)]dτ, (A2)
where
N0 = in+1/2 κCκ0F42√πω,  = −
κ2
2up
− 1, (A3)
λ(τ ) = 2up
ω
[
τ + sin
2(τ )
τ
+ β2 sin
2(2τ )
16τ
]
, (A4)
j
(s)
± =
sin(sτ ) sin(Nτ )
sτ
− N
N ± s sin[(N ± s)τ ], (A5)
CM (τ ;φ) =
∞∑
m=−∞
i−mJM−2m(z1)Jm
(
β2
8
z2
)
e−2imφ, up = F
2
4ω2
, (A6)
zs = up
ω
[
sin(2sτ ) − 2sin
2(sτ )
sτ
]
, (A7)
Jk(z) is the Bessel function, and Cκl is the coefficient in the asymptotic form of the radial wave function Rκl(r) for the bound
state of an electron with energy E0 and angular momentum l in a short-range potential:
Rκl(r  κ−1) = Cκlr−1 exp(−κr). (A8)
The HHG rate for an s-state is given by the expression
RN = 
3|dN |2
2πc3
, (A9)
where dN = eωd (x)2n+1 for odd harmonics and dN = e2ωd (y)2n+2 for even harmonics.
2. HHG amplitudes and rates for an initial p state
In a two-color field with orthogonal linear polarizations, instead of the common description of a triply degenerate p state in
terms of three substates with different projections of the orbital momentum on the Z axis (m = 0 and ±1) it is convenient to
introduce three other substates, which correspond to zero magnetic quantum numbers on the X (ψ−), Y (ψ+), and Z axes (ψ0):
ψ±(r) = ϕκl(r)[Y1,1(rˆ) ± Y1,−1(rˆ)], (A10)
ψ0(r) = ϕκl(r)Y1,0(rˆ), (A11)
where ϕκl(r) is the radial wave function. Below we present only the HHG dipoles for the ψ± states, since the contribution of the
ψ0 state is negligibly small [since this state is “oriented” orthogonally to the field F(t)]. Thus the total HHG rateRN for a p state
is given by a sum of partial rates for the states ψ±:
RN = 13 (R(−)N +R(+)N ), (A12)
R(±)N =
3|d(±)N |2
2πc3
. (A13)
a. HHG amplitude for the ψ+ state
For the case of odd harmonics: N = 2n + 1, d(+)N = eωd (x)2n+1,
d
(x)
2n+1 = N1
∫ ∞
0
eiλ(τ )
τ 3/2
{
1
2τ
[
j
(1)
− (τ )Cn(τ ;φ) − ij (1)+ (τ )Cn+1(τ ;φ)
]+ upβ2
2ω
[
ij
(1)
− (τ )(2)n (τ ;φ) + j (1)+ (τ )(2)n+1(τ ;φ)
]}
dτ. (A14)
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For the case of even harmonics: N = 2n + 2, d(+)N = e2ωd (y)2n+2,
d
(y)
2n+2 =
βN1
2
∫ ∞
0
eiλ(τ )
τ 3/2
{
1
2τ
[e−iφj (2)− (τ )Cn(τ ;φ) + eiφj (2)+ (τ )Cn+2(τ ;φ)]
+ i upβ
2
2ω
[
e−iφj (2)− (τ )(2)n (τ ;φ) + eiφj (2)+ (τ )(2)n+2(τ ;φ)
]+ N[e−iφv(2)− Cn(τ ;φ) + eiφv(2)+ Cn+2(τ ;φ)]
}
dτ, (A15)
where
N1 = −in+1/2 3Cκ1F4κ2
√
ω
π
, (A16)
(s)q (τ ;φ) = v(s)− Cq(τ ;φ) −
1
2
v
(s)
+ i
s[e2i(s−1)φCq+s + (−1)se−2i(s−1)φCq−s], (A17)
v
(s)
± =
(
sin(sτ )
sτ
− cos(sτ )
)(
sin(Nτ )
Nτ
− cos(Nτ )
)
± sin(Nτ ) sin(sτ ). (A18)
b. HHG amplitude for the ψ− state
For the case of odd harmonics: N = 2n + 1, d(−)N = eωd (x)2n+1,
d
(x)
2n+1 = N1
∫ ∞
0
eiλ(τ )
τ 3/2
{
1
2τ
[j (1)− (τ )Cn(τ ;φ) − ij (1)+ (τ )Cn+1(τ ;φ)] + 2
up
ω
[
ij
(1)
− (τ )(1)n (τ ;φ) + j (1)+ (τ )(1)n+1(τ ;φ)
]
+N [v(1)− Cn(τ ;φ) − iv(1)+ Cn+1(τ ;φ)]
}
dτ. (A19)
For the case of even harmonics: N = 2n + 2, d(−)N = e2ωd (x)2n+2,
d
(y)
2n+2 =
βN1
2
∫ ∞
0
eiλ(τ )
τ 3/2
{
1
2τ
[
e−iφj (2)− (τ )Cn(τ ;φ) + eiφj (2)+ (τ )Cn+2(τ ;φ)
]
+ 2i up
ω
[
e−iφj (2)− (τ )(1)n (τ ;φ) + eiφj (2)+ (τ )(1)n+2(τ ;φ)
]}
dτ. (A20)
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